Closed-Stack Search on the Web: Access Points and Bibliographic Control in Modern-Day Search Systems

Information access points are the points at which a searcher can enter a collection of information objects and explore the contents that reside therein. Historically, such points have been controlled by either human or machine. Contemporary Web search engines primarily offer one access point, the query box, and very often the feedback provided to searchers about what is available from this access point is difficult to understand. Few tools are offered to encourage searchers to look more deeply in the search results list and engage in more varied search behaviors. Instead, the access point provided by search engines has created searchers who engage in shallow search behaviors. To what extent does the design of the search system, including its interface and index, control what is discoverable by searchers? To what extent does the search interface steer searchers to behave in ways that support the design of the system (i.e., shallow search) rather than the searcher’s information seeking? In this talk, I will explore these issues, present research that demonstrates the persistence of shallow search and present research aimed at providing searchers with more access points to collections. Essentially, there is an enormous amount of information available in search indexes that is not being leveraged to help searchers through the provision of alternative access points.
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